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ACTION ITEMS LIST ONGOING/COMPLETED
Item: Faulkner Lawsuit Update
Action/Result: The discovery dates have been received from counsel. The next
steps are to proceed with the discoveries and reassess thereafter. Counsel has
confirmed that the examination for discovery will take place on November 25,
2021 at 10:00 a.m. A  preparatory meeting in order for Ms. Campisi to review the
file with Bruce Bailey and to prepare him for the  discovery is scheduled for
November 22 at 2:00 p.m

Bruce Bailey’s first session was held on November the 24th and counsels
agreed that Ms. Faulkner needs to submit more information substantiating the
claim.
Discovery has been moved to February 7 and 15, 2022.

Please see the email below from the Corporation's Insurance Lawyer.
RSA file 000-01-142718-- OCSCC 947 [SB LEGAL-SB LEGAL.FID512399]
Gaetana Campisi - gcampisi@sblegal.ca
Peter Newman - peter.newman1@rsagroup.ca

I am writing to give you an update on this matter. We were scheduled to proceed to
discoveries this week. However, the plainti�’s productions were missing all damages
documentation as well as the plainti�’s complete construction file as her unit was
under renovations when the loss occurred. We had previously requested these
documents from the plainti�'s counsel but did not receive them.

Prior to commencing discoveries on November 24th, all counsel discussed the missing
documents and that we would likely have to re-examine the plainti� in the future. The
majority of counsel then agreed to adjourn all discoveries for a couple months as
plainti�’s counsel refused to produce his client twice.

He also refused to proceed with the defendants’ discoveries given that more
documents may be produced that could impact his questioning.
Discoveries have been rescheduled to February 7th 2022 and February 15th 2022 on the
understanding that we should receive the outstanding documents before then.
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Item: Building Security Update
Action/Result: Russell has provided the Board with a proposal.
However, a decision has not been made yet. Ongoing.

Item: HVAC Contract
Action/Result: As per our last meeting Nancy has sent a letter to Optimum
stating that at this stage, the Corporation is prepared to agree to a mutual
termination of the contract, and will not insist that Optimum complete repairs
or provide reimbursement, as an o�set to any alleged claims that they are
making. In other words, that the parties agree to mutually “walk away”.

Item: Garage Membrane Repair (Waterdon Quote)
Action/Result: Cameron from Waterdon Construction has followed up with the
shipping department from their supplier and they couldn’t provide a direct
answer. He is following up with the manufacturer to see if they can provide a
date. As soon as he hears something he will let me know.
There is a production and shipping issue to do with epoxy and polyurethane
coatings. The product has not been received yet and we would believe that
regardless of when the product would come in, that we would proceed in the
spring. If the winter cycle to repair area is larger then at time of estimate we
believe that the increase in area is manageable and will not a�ect the quoted
price. PO has been sent.

Item: Fire Shutter Update
Action/Result: Fire shutter inspection and repair work was complete on Dec.
13th, 2021. The only units that are left are unit 103 and 202 as we are waiting on
parts. Once parts have arrived Dave Abson from Douglas Fire has advised me
that he is trying to schedule these units right away.

Item: Reserve Fund Study
Action/Result: Keller will advise me of a schedule for the inspection date.
I have reached out to Keller for an update.

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION/BOARD APPROVAL

● Gym sign up sheet - Elizabeth #402

STATUS CERTIFICATES DECEMBER 2021

None have been requested or issued in December 2021 or January 2022.


